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Present and Future
Interpack 2011

Now Shanghai!
For Tomorrow

Dear Reader,
A very eventful 2010 is over and we can all together look forward to 2011. Many of the
world economies are still battling with the consequences of the financial crises in particular
the effect on the exchange rates. We strongly believe Ti’s customers are now and in future
well positioned as Ti has manufacturing sites not only in the US $ and in the Euro € denominated regions, but in other currency areas as well.
Last year, we witnessed the mixed progress the world was making on global warming in
particular on sustainability. We all hope that, following the Cancun Conference on global
warming, more tangible results will be seen. Recently the 5th European Bioplastics Conference attracted more than 360 attendees demonstrating a significant growing interest from
the industry’s experts in new materials with reduced environmental impact. This issue corroborates Ti’s commitment and rapid progress made in this direction with the introduction
of NATIVIA™ our new BoPLA film range into the market place.
Without doubt one of the most important events for the global packaging industry during
2011 is Interpack. We, at Ti, are very much excited at the opportunity of meeting with you
in Dusseldorf during May 12th -18th. We look forward to presenting you our innovative
products together with our wide range of films for the packaging and labeling industries.
We will be delighted to learn more about your business and the way we can support you
further in the future.
In that sense I would like to wish all of you involved and connected with Ti a very successful 2011 and takes this opportunity of especially thanking you -our customers- for your
loyal support.
With all my best wishes,
Detlef Schuhmann
Ti CEO
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Ti L.L.C.

Ti Welcome New Chief Sales
& Marketing Officer.
Ti is pleased to announce the
appointment of Patrick Desies as
the new Chief Sales and Marketing
Officer. From the 17th January 2011
Patrick Desies will replace Patrick
Weber and will be responsible for the
Global Sales & Marketing, Product
Management and Technical Services
of Ti.
Patrick Desies is a post graduate
in International Business Studies and has worked as General Manager
and Vice-CEO in Sales & Marketing spanning over the last 20 years,
in different international companies in the food and plastic industries
including flexible packaging. He has a strong experience in strategy
building based on customer needs, differentiating products and services,
optimizing investments and calibrating organizations. His numerous
professional expatriations allow him to adapt to both small and big
organizations in a multicultural context.
In 2008, he created his own consultancy company to conduct acquisitions
while simultaneously advising and serving boards of medium size
companies. More recently he provided his professional expertise to a
major service provider in the construction industry and a European leader
in its field.
“Patrick Desies has a proven track record in developing Global Sales &
Marketing strategies and his skills will contribute to the development and
profitability of our product portfolios.” comments Detlef Schuhmann, Ti
CEO.

Headquarters
Dubai, U.A.E.

Ti S.A.O.G.

Sohar
Sultanate of Oman

Ti S.A.E.
Cairo
Egypt

Ti S.p.A.

San Giorgio di Nogaro (UD)
Italy

Ti Kft

Tiszaújváros
Hungary

Ti GmbH

“I am really pleased to join Ti, this fast growing Corporate company
which is strongly focused on providing customers with quality products
and service solutions on a global scale. I am eager to put my expertise and
know-how to support and position the Ti Group strategically for the future
years to come” says Patrick Desies.

Holzhausen an der Haide
Germany

Ti wishes all the best to Patrick Desies and would like to take this
opportunity to thank Patrick Weber for his contribution over the past years
at Taghleef Industries. The Group wishes him all the very best in his new
professional venture.

Ti L.L.C.

South Carolina
U.S.A.

Shorko

Wodonga
Australia
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A brief update on 			
After the successful start-up of our new BoPLA film production at

TM

:present and future

and four-star-bio-based material. This allows
for a direct comparison between different
materials and NATIVIA™ has achieved the
maximum four-star level, thanks to the fact
that the Ingeo™ PLA resin that we use is totally plant derived.

the plant in San Giorgio di Nogaro, Italy, which allowed us to start
immediately supplying our customers with top quality material,
the next priority on the NATIVIA™ roadmap was to apply for the
Compostable Material Certification according to DIN EN 13432:200012 standards. This is the European Standard outlining the requirements
of and performance of compostable materials. Second, was to apply
for the OK Biobased certificate, to assess the Bio-based origin of
NATIVIA™.

Now that we have successfully completed the requirements needed
to assess the compostability and the bio-based origin of NATIVIA™,
we can concentrate on the next important steps- market and
material development. In terms of material development, our R&D
team is working hard to extend the NATIVIA™ range to include white,
peelable, shrink and voided films. This will allow us to cover more
applications and maximize the potential benefits.

The Composting Certificates have been achieved for all NATIVIA™
films: NTSS (transparent heat sealable), NBSS (base film for
metalizing and coating), NZSS (metalized heat sealable), thanks to the
cooperation and support of the certification body DIN CERTCO.

At the same time, we are concentrating our marketing and
communication efforts on the development of the market for
NATIVIA™. This is going to be the most challenging, important and
exciting phase of our project, the part which requires the highest level
of cooperation between NatureWorks - Ti - Packaging Manufacturers
- End Users. Together, we want to communicate the advantages of
PLA film against traditional plastics, and “educate” consumers that, by
choosing NATIVIA™, they are actively contributing to reducing global
warming, minimizing waste and helping the environment.

Those customers who are using NATIVIA™ for their
packaging will now be able to apply for their own
Composting Certificate and will be entitled to use the
Compostable Logo on their packaging design.
Another important target on the NATIVIA™ agenda
was the OK BIO BASED certificate, released by VINCOTTE. On the
basis of a determined percentage of renewable raw materials (%
Bio-based), a product can be certified at a level between a one-star

NATIVIATM at the pull roll

NATIVIATM at the first melt
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applications

TM

I

t is really amazing to see where our new
product is used and where it could be used
in the future with several applications already
seen in the market. For example in Italy you
can find it almost daily in your basket at the
supermarket. Whenever you buy fresh bread,
it is most probably put in a Paper-NATIVIA™
bag, where NATIVIA™ is used to provide the
clear window. The beauty of the film is the high
moisture transmission rate. The warm bread can
still release the moisture and doesn’t get wet.
In addition there is no need anymore to microperforate the window thus ensuring that no
bacteria or any other substance contaminates
your bread when the pack is being handled.

to modify the film for new and existing
applications. New film types will be generated
and even more new markets will be found.
Very exciting projects for twist wrapping
of candies and pralines are on the way. Box
overwrap for the bakery, confectionery
and perfume industries as well as lidding
applications for fresh sliced meat and cheese.
In addition we start to look at non-food
applications such as wrap around labels, self
adhesive labels and biodegradable tape films.
Furthermore we are conducting tests to pack
ecological firelighters which you might use for
your fire or even for the barbecue next summer.
There is much more to come… we will keep you
updated!.

In Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium
and Luxemburg one can find NATIVIA™ being
used to overwrap fresh fruit and vegetables.
In most cases the foodstuff is placed in a tray
made of PLA or other bioplastics and then
overwrapped on a hffs machine. NATIVIA™ is
printed with the composting logo and in this
case perforations also applied to guarantee
best breathability to the food.
Almost on a weekly basis we are adding new
applications and the business is growing nicely.
Of course, in most cases we need to pass a
long qualification phase, but so far we did not
experience any drawback.
Our development team is working hard
to provide new important properties and

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Sustainability: our progress
Since

1995 Taghleef Industries S.p.A. has
operated a certified quality management system,
in order to demonstrate full commitment towards
its customers.
In 2000, Ti obtained a conformity certificate by
implementing a hygiene management system
which focuses on the final consumer’s health. In
the same year the Italian site went a step further
by obtaining the certification of its environmental
management system.
Taghleef Industries S.p.A. completed these
certification schemes in 2005, by addressing
its commitment to a wider “client”, that is:
implementing an occupational health and safety
assessment series management system.
Ever since its establishment in 1989, Ti has
consistently invested in and offered to its clients,
a higher level of quality for the products and
services supplied. This has been feasible because
over the years these management systems have
proven their worth as valuable instruments for
an organization like ours. In 2010, Taghleef
decided to take a step into the future: giving other
information regarding sustainable instruments to
its clients and employees that operate in or for Ti.
This first step was made in July 2010, when we
presented the GHG/Greenhouse Gas impact
statement, for the San Giorgio di Nogaro (UD)
production site.
The next step commenced in November this
year and focused on the Life Cycle Assessment
of the Italian site. Through the evaluation of the

entire life cycle of our product, we will be able
to establish the climatic footprint of our products.
Not only will this instrument enable us to address
the requirements and applications of our clients,
it will also enable us to develop films with lower
environmental impact, from the outset of the
design stage.
We firmly believe that not only will our customers
benefit, but also we consumers, both in the present
and future. The project will also create a good

legacy on which to draw for future generations.
Before the end of next year, we will be able to
provide the first update of this project. The idea is
to extend the use of these instruments and know
how through the entire Ti Group. Environmental
issues are constantly gaining higher social
awareness and the fact that our clients are
increasingly focused on these themes, creates
opportunities for cooperation in the future.

TAROPAK - 13th-16th September 2010
Taropak is the most significant event of the packaging and logistics industry of Poland, held every two years in
Poznan and in 2010 the exhibition was held from 13th till 16th September with 430 exhibitors from 29 countries.
Poland is one of the most successful and dynamic markets for Taghleef Industries Kft where we have achieved
continuous and significant growth in selling standard and speciality films in recent years. Strengthening relations
with our customers, finding new business possibilities and introducing our latest innovations are highly important
for us and Taropak is a great place to fulfill those objectives.
Just as in previous years, the stand of Taghleef Industries was very popular,
a lot of new companies showed up as well as our regular customers. The
biggest interest was shown in our environment friendly NATIVIA™ film that
has been introduced to the public for the first time at the show. In addition,
a lot of visitors were interested in our in-mould and wrap-around label
films, high barrier films and other innovative products. We hope that the
new acquaintances will result in successful and long-term relationships.
Thank you very much for visiting us!
6
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From left to right
Szilard Csato (Area Manager),
Mike Strzelecki (Matopak)
and Mario Molinaro
(Sales & Marketing Director Hungary)

EUROPE

5th European Bioplastics Conference in Dusseldorf
On

1st and 2nd
December 2010, over 360
experts from all around
the world attended the 5th
European Bioplastics Conference at the Hilton
Hotel in Dusseldorf. This year, more than 70%
of the participants came from Europe, almost
20% from Asia and most of the rest from North
and South America.
Technological
innovation,
material
development, bioplastics & consumer goods
and the latest packaging news on Bioplastics
“End of Life” options and recycling systems
formed the key parts of the conference
programme.
28 exhibitors showcased at the conference and
numerous speeches focused on new products
and applications for Bioplastics. David
Webber, PA Europe, opened the conference
with “Creating a European Strategy for BioPlastics, what’s happening in Brussels”. Brussels
is looking to the future – innovation and the
bio-economy and its focus is progressing:
In November 2011, a European Commission
published a non-legislative “Communication”,
already included in the Commission’s 2011
Work Programme, which provides a vision and
action plan for achieving a sustainable and
innovative European Bio-economy by 2020,
including the implementation of a European
Innovation Partnership and completion for the
European Research Area in the bio-economy
sectors. This is an opportunity for the European
Bio-plastics industry to create a value chain
approach by speaking with ONE voice and an
immediate prospect to embed bio-plastics
as a leading development for Europe in the
framework strategy for a bio-economy.
Prof. Dr. Marina Franke, Procter & Gamble
Service GmbH, devoted her presentation to
P&G’s Environmental Sustainability long-term
Vision plan and their ten-year Sustainable Goals
to achieve by 2020: those for the products
being firstly to replace 25% of petroleumbased materials with sustainable and renewable
products, secondly to reduce packaging by 20%
(per consumer use) and finally to pilot studies
in both mature and developing markets in order
to understand how to eliminate landfilled/
dumped consumer solid waste. Recently, P&G
announced the use of renewable sugarcanederived plastic on its Pantene Pro-V®, Covergirl®
and Max Factor® brands.

Paolo Serafin (NATIVIATM Sales Manager)

Corinne Rougeau (Marketing Communication)
Frank Ernst (NATIVIATM Product Manager)

Pictures courtesy of European Bioplastics.

Henkel presented their first Correction
Roller made from 89% natural plastic from
their Pritt product range. They explained
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the processes and technical challenges
to modify the product from standard to
new sustainable PLA material as well as the
possibility for Henkel to extend the concept
to other products. Goglio Cofibox presented
their partnership with Sant’Anna mineral
water for printed PLA for wrap around
labels with careful consideration of a high
quality print and colors, plus the lamination
of paper + PLA used for the structure of a
“pillow pack” which for use in flour, cocoa,
muesli and coffee packaging.
Taghleef Industries SpA was among the
main sponsors of the event presenting the
NATIVIA™ range of BoPLA packaging films to
the key players in the bioplastic industry.

EUROPE

Ti - GmbH - Phase II
S

ince its inauguration on 2nd November 2007 the German unit
of Taghleef Industries – Ti’s Sales & Logistics Service Centre for
North of the Alps regions - has truly achieved great success reaching all of its forecasted targets in business and operations.
There has been excellent growth in business with an increase in
sales of 8.9 % in 2009 and an anticipated 26.5% in 2010 as well as a
successful development in the use of the warehouse facility which
has incorporated the establishing of a packaging material return
system. This has resulted in the necessity to expand our facilities in
Holzhausen which we see as a logical step forward as part of our
commitment to the BOPP industry as well as setting new targets
for ourselves.

GmbH which not only further strengthens Ti’s Group position in
one of the biggest BOPP/BOPLA markets in general but especially
increases the flexibility of our global sourcing options.

In October 2010 a conceptual
design was presented to Ti Senior Executives at Head Office in Dubai and the approval
was given to proceed with the
project. This is a significant investment into the future of Ti

The scheduled inauguration, after Phase II project completion, is set
for August 2011 latest and thereafter will provide a service centre
of 3,150 sqm total warehouse space and which will be a platform
for the coming years to maintain Ti’s position in the region.

Exhibition FachPack 2010
T

he FachPack exhibition in Nuremberg is Germany’s most important flexible packaging exhibition, besides Interpack. This year thewere more than 35,000 visitors and more than 1350 exhibitors, an
overall increase of some 4 % compared to 2009.

re

Theme of 2010 exhibition: sustainable production and packaging
Sustainability in the ecological, economic and social sense was the
common theme of this year’s exhibition: from the exhibitors’ products, the Corrugated Cardboard Forum and the German Packaging Award to the special show on “Sustainable
Production and Packaging”. In a practical presentation on approx. 1,200 m², 20 companies from the technology,
packaging supplies production, packaging logistics and recycling segments showed their new products for facing
the challenges of climate change and scarcer resources, and how visitors can implement these without problems
in their own companies.
In this context, Ti introduced NATIVIATM to the flexible packaging industry and it was “THE HIGHLIGHT” of this
year’s participation. The Ti NoA (North of the Alps) sales team discussed many new projects and even generated
new NATIVIATM business, which has already led to new orders.
As well as our new BOPLA film, there were plenty of meetings and discussions revolving around our BOPP business and the position of Ti as a rather new player in the market. We strongly believe that Ti is now proven to
be a serious partner in the German speaking flexible packaging industry, with excellent quality products and high
end services. The converting industry as such, along with substrate manufacturers and end users visited our stand
during the three days of FachPack and many new ideas were shared. In 2011, Interpack in Dusseldorf/Germany will
become the next step of the NATIVIA introduction and we all look forward to next year.
Thanks to everybody for making this event a complete success and one which will be continued…
8
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The event not to be missed!

For the first time in history Interpack 2011

offers the “new” Taghleef Industries Group its
first ever opportunity to participate as an expanded Group following previous attendance
by Radici Film and the “old” Ti as separate
entities. This leading international trade fair,
scheduled to be held in Düsseldorf, Germany
from May 12-18, 2011 always offers a highly
topical range of specialized themed areas that
are at the very centre of the entire packaging
industry.
Every endeavour has been made by the Ti
project team, since project kick-off some 18
months ago, to ensure that everything is in place
for the exhibition opening. We will be ready to
provide a 24/7 service during the week in terms
of both demonstrating Ti’s global position as a

major BOPP supplier as well as offering a special treat to our customers, the highlights being
our booth located in Hall 9 - Stand D24/E23
and especially the Hotel Boat MS Serenade I
at anchor at Rheinterrassen which we will be
offering as an accommodation facility for our
staff and our guests.

Sustainability Is Our Business… For You

In parallel to traditional packaging substrates
presented at the fair, global interest in Bioplastics packaging will surely demand special
attention and Ti is ready and prepared for this
with NATIVIA™ representing the epitome of
sustainability offered as part of the wide product portfolio of Taghleef Industries.

New Colleagues
Taghleef Industries S.p.A. is delighted to announce

that two new colleagues have recently joined our European Sales Team.
Mrs. Lucija Kralj has been appointed Product & Sales Manager for Label Film. Lucija, who holds a PhD

in Chemistry, with more than ten years experience in
the flexible packaging market, is fluent in Italian, Slovenian, English and German. She has served in Sales
and Technical service roles in the BOPP film market
and more recently as Quality and R&D Manager for
a label printer.
Mr. Simone Baldin, who also has more than ten years
experience in the sales of BOPP film, has been appointed Export Area Manager and he will be responsible
for sales into the French and Benelux markets. Simone
is fluent in Italian, English and French.
We wish our two new colleagues a successful future
in our Sales Team, where we are sure that their commitment will be of great benefit to our Company and
Customers as well.

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Ultra High Gas Barrier BOPP films
T

i’s new range of Ultra High Gas Barrier BOPP films continues to
draw interest from an increasing number of converters and end-users.
In the last months several renowned Italian food companies have
approached these new materials for developing high
performance packaging solutions.
For example, at the beginning of last summer, Barilla
launched a new premium quality biscuits line. HBTS
20 µm (Ti’s Ultra High Gas Barrier transparent BOPP
film) was selected for this application. Specifically,
it was used as the intermediate layer in a triplex
packaging structure, between an easy opening cast PP
film and a matt finished BOPP material.
Ti’s HBTS 20 µm was also used by Noberasco to
replace the traditional structure of a 500g walnuts
package. The old PE/EVOH/PE 60 µm + BOPP 30
µm solution has been replaced by cast
PP 60 µm + HBTS 20 µm. The same material was used for the package of Fruit & Go, the new
fruit-snack line for vending machines.
In both the cases, the need for high gas barrier performances and the possibility to achieve an easier to recycle
package (composed by PP only) have been matched.

Printpack opens €40m
“State of the art” facility in Kutno, Poland
On September 22nd, Alberto Scala - Sales & Marketing Director Ti Europe and Mario Molinaro - Sales & Marketing
Director Ti Hungary participated at the Grand Opening of
the Printpack new “State of the art” facility.
Printpack has opened their new €40million plant in Kutno,
Poland, where the 10,000sqm factory is expected to employ approximately 100 people and will focus in the Northern, Central and East European markets.
The factory is sited on a 6.5 hectare plot and houses printing technology that includes new rotogravure and flexographic presses and enhanced lamination capabilities which
will allow Printpack to produce complex laminated offerings and target new markets such as pouches for pet foods,
dry products, condiments and sauces. The new plant is an
extension of Printpack’s European capability.
The facility was opened by Dennis Love – President Printpack Inc and the ceremony was attended by key Printpack

personnel including Jimmy Love – Vice President.
The Kutno plant has just received three key certifications
required to supply most of the company’s customers. These
are the food safety certifications AIB and BRC and the quality management certification ISO 9001.
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Pack Expo Chicago 2010
Halloween in the USA is the time for trick

or treating - and this year it coincided with
Chicago’s turn to host the PACK EXPO
exhibition held at McCormick Place,
shared in alternate years with Las Vegas.
And as part of the spirit of the occasion
Ti had lots of “treats” for the high number
of visitors to its newly designed booth.
Those “treats” were one of America’s
favourite Halloween traditions of Candy
Corn - packaged in Ti’s own NATIVIATM
NTSS film, the latest BoPLA film
manufactured at Ti’s plant in San Giorgio
di Nogaro in Italy. Thousands of Candy
Corn packs were enjoyed by visitors to

Colin Jones (Market Development Manager US)
and Jonathan Grooms (Technical Service Manager
US/Canada)

the show and it was a great opportunity for
Ti to demonstrate the potential for its new
sustainable packaging.

– but representative of Ti’s goals for its
future in the North American BOPP and
BoPLA film markets.

There were over 44,000 visitors to PACK
EXPO 2010, a 7% increase compared
to 2008, and the level of interest in
Ti’s development as a major global
manufacturer of BOPP and now BoPLA
films more than matched this increase.
As Ti’s sales in the North American market
significantly increase so too does interest
in the Company’s product portfolio.
None more so than when Ti took the
opportunity to introduce the NATIVIA™
film range to the USA market. Whilst biodegradable films may currently be only a
small percentage of the flexible packaging
market it was clear from the level of
interest in NATIVIA™ that the USA
is becoming increasingly aware of the
necessity to consider more environmentfriendly films.

It was also an opportunity to introduce
the latest addition to the Ti USA team
in the shape of Mohamed El Shami, Ti’s
Technical Marketing Manager, who has
been transferred from his former base in
Dubai to the USA as part of the objective
to form a strong Technical team. Ti is well
aware of the need to offer support to its
clients both commercially and technically
and Mohamed’s knowledge especially in
the metalized and high barrier product
range, as well as in-depth knowledge of
film production and its relevance to the
market demands, will prove invaluable in
the months and years ahead.

As well as demonstrating its film range at
the show, Ti also held a cocktail reception
at the Signature Room on the 95th Floor
of the Hancock building as a platform to
introduce its NATIVIA™ range both to
the press and to a select number of valued
clients. The evening was a great success
– and those with a good head for heights
were treated to some spectacular views of
the city of Chicago. Dizzy heights perhaps

Plans for future trade show participation
are also under way with ICE in Orlando
April 6-8 as an option. Attendance and
participation in more Bioplastics events
are also on the agenda.

Ti US team: Colin Jones, Alexis Bower-Archer,
Jonathan Grooms and Mohamed El Shami.

Cocktail reception at the Hancock Building
Candies wrapped with NATIVIATM NTSS
Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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AIMCAL Fall Technical Conference 2010
The

AIMCAL Fall Technical Conference
2010 was held between the 17th and 21st
October 2010 in Myrtle Beach Marriott
at Grand Dunes, South Carolina USA.
The meeting was attended by more than 200 AIMCAL
members including most of the elite industry experts from
all over the world. The AIMCAL FTC offers a worldwide
forum for the web coating industry and is basically a must
for any company involved with web coating activities.

industry. Also highlighted were Biopolymer film suppliers
such as Taghleef Industries.

The conference was divided in four main sessions. Keynote
Address, Coating & Lamination, Vacuum Web Coating
and several joint sessions covering the advancement of
technology in the Metallized film industry and focusing
on sustainability solutions and substrates in the packaging

By the end of the conference all the spotlights were
directed to Taghleef Industries LLC as a new rising star
to consider in the US BOPP Film
Industry market.

The AIMCAL FTC offers great industry networking
opportunities and is why Taghleef Industries USA LLC
seized the chance to highlight Ti’s commitment to the
US local market as a reliable supplier by sponsoring the
AIMCAL FTC Golf Scramble & Farewell Reception. In
addition Ti has a table top presentation along with other
suppliers, converters and consultants in the Industry.

AFRICA

Ti supports
the team spirit of South Africans

Sponsor of Amashova Shova cycle race in Durban, October 2010

The annual Amashova Shova Durban Classic cycle race
took place in KwaZulu-Natal on 24th October 2010.
“Shova” is a Zulu word meaning peddle hence the
translation peddle peddle! The MTN Amashova is now
in its 24th year, which makes it one of the most enduring
cycling events in South Africa.
This year the grueling 106km road race started at the
Pietermaritzburg City Hall and ended at the beautiful
Moses Mabhida World Cup Soccer Stadium in Durban.

The MTN Amashova cycling event has continued to receive
unprecedented support from professional riders and the
general public with a phenomenal number of entries across
all categories, including the 106km and 38km family fun
ride.
It is obvious that Ti would support such events where
endurance and team spirit are key success factors. Ti shares
the same values when it comes to supporting our customers
in the challenging business environment of today.

12 Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Ti celebrates
its association
with Nigeria
It was a fun filled evening at Lagos on

26th May 2010, where more than 50
guests (from 25 customers) joined with
Ti sales and technical services team to
celebrate Ti’s long standing association
with the Nigerian market. The event
was sensibly named “Together with Ti,
Lagos 2010” and held in the elegant
Lagos Oriental Hotel, which overlooks
the beautiful Lekki lake, not far from
Victoria Island. It was also an opportunity
to reintroduce Ti as a speciality supplier
with a capability to work directly with
the end users in developing value added
applications. Needless to say, the event
was graced by the presence of the ‘who’s
who’ of the flexible packaging sector,
such as Veepee, Sonnex, Bulk Packaging
along with FMCG manufacturers such as
Cadbury, PZ and Dufil.
The event kicked off in a social
atmosphere with welcome drinks served
on the hotel terrace facing the quiet waters
of the lagoon. Patrick Weber, Chief Sales
& Marketing Officer, made an opening
address, underlining Ti’s evolution, its

Alistair Gore (Cadbury), Patrick Weber
(Ti CSMO), Kavine Wazni (MD, OK Foods)

ongoing commitment to the flexible
packaging industry and how it is well
positioned to be a long-term partner for
Nigerian customers.
The evening continued with a presentation
from HSM, Muhammad Ali Mirza on
the importance of Nigeria as a growing
market and described a few speciality
products which could be drivers of flexible
packaging growth in the Nigerian market.
Ti is a popular and consistent supplier
to Nigeria from the days of former Al
Khaleej Polypropylene, Oman and Radici
Film Italia. The focus has strengthened
since 2008, when the customer base was
expanded due to the merger of Radici
Film with Ti and TTS Ltd was appointed
as the local agents. TTS has been in the
market for over 20 years, serving the
manufacturing sector, especially plastics.
Despite a battleground of almost all
leading manufacturers from India, Far
East, Middle East and even Latin America
and Europe, Ti currently holds 30% share
of the total BOPP market in Nigeria.
It was a memorable event for all
participants thanks to the casual
atmosphere, information sharing and
upbeat mood after being entertained by
traditional African drummers highlighting
the true African spirit.

Tim Brown (TTS), Klarkson Kaletipwa (Pwaveno
NG Ltd), Abdul Rasheed (Ti), Mr. Sameer
Vaswani (A&P Foods) Muhammad Ali Mirza (Ti)

R. K. Kanwal, Bulk Pack Services Ltd, (MD), Ray
Cooper (Promasidor) Arun Jamadagni (Bulk
Pack)

Anuoluwapo Fasanami (Category Buyer),
PZ Cussons

DecTecTM 2010 Africa

Labeling Product Decoration & Packaging Conference

The third DecTecTM 2010 Africa - Labeling
Product Decoration & Packaging Conference
was held 2-3 December 2010, in beautiful
Cape Town, South Africa. The Conference
was organized by AWA Conferences &

Events, in close cooperation with Packaging
& Print Media. This year’s Dec TecTM
Conference featured presentations by key
industry leaders in the labeling and product
decoration industry including Heidelberg,
Krones, Rototec and Synchron.
As one of the main sponsors, Ti recognizes
label films business as a corner stone of the
packaging industry and has made significant
progress during the last couple of years in
terms of capturing market share in WAL in
MEA region, developing IML & SAL range
in Europe and promoting its label film
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range all over the world. Ti is consistently
supplying WAL & IML films to South Africa
and offering great value to its customers in
terms of outstanding quality, personalised
service and cost advantages. Muhammad
Ali Mirza, Head of Sales & Marketing Export
region attended the DecTecTM 2010 with
the aim of networking with experts from the
labeling industry and to gain more insight
into new trends and development, product
decoration and the South African label
market, in general.

ASIA PACIFIC

Shorko partner of quality brands
Shorko Australia is pleased of its relationship with Tucker’s

Natural and The Great Australian Gingerbread Company,
two premium quality brands based in Adelaide, South
Australia. The Great Australian Gingerbread Company
manufactures award winning Gingerbread biscuits, while
Tucker’s Natural produce an innovative range of handmade
gourmet products that include Savoury Crackers, Dessert
Biscuits, and their new Multifibre Snacks. All products
have been created by the talents of the Tucker family with
over 30 years combined experience in the international food
industry. Both brands are committed to supporting local
business and working with their supply partners to drive
innovation through the supply chain.
Tucker’s Natural and the Great Australian Gingerbread
Company choose Australian made Shorko BOPP films for
all their product range as part of this commitment.
Mr. Sam Tucker, Managing Director, and winner of the
2010 Visionary Young Leaders Award, said “Shorko
provides excellent service and technical support to us as a
small to medium Australian producer.” The Shorko range
of transparent, opaque and metallised films are tailored

Freedom Foods is a part of Freedom Foods Group Limited

(FFGL), a leading Australian Owned manufacturer of
allergen-free foods producing brands like Freedom Foods,
Norganic, Crunchola, Australia’s Own, So Natural and a2
Milk are just some of the names that Aussies and many
others abroad, have grown to love and trust. Since 1990
Freedom Foods has been supplying snacks, wraps, bars,
biscuits and breakfast cereals for the fast growing allergenfree consumer market.
Shorko Australia is proud of its association with Freedom
Foods who trust Shorko BOPP films for their HFFS
biscuit packaging needs. Mr Chris Pensini Manufacturing
Operations Manager at Freedom Foods “Shorko has
supported Freedom Foods with their technical knowhow
and customer focus ensuring a win win situation for both
companies.” Shorko production facility is located in

for exceptional performance in horizontal, vertical and overwrap
packaging processes, offering excellent optics and stiffness. Shorko
is part of the Ti-films Group who manufacture BOPP films around the
world. Tucker’s Natural and the
Great Australian Gingerbread
Company proudly produce
products for the international
and domestic retail and food
service markets.

Wodonga Victoria a short three hour drive to Freedom Foods new
state of the art production facility located at Stanbridge NSW.
Shorko films provide Freedom
Foods
with
exceptional
overwrap packaging ability,
offering
excellent
optics,
stiffness and barrier performance
ensuring
Freedom
Foods
discerning consumers are never
disappointed. Freedom Foods
products are available for both
the international and domestic
retail and food service markets.
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ASIA PACIFIC
Now Shanghai!
For Tomorrow

New Label
Market Manager

A

As a result of Ti’s increased focus on the

pologies for plagiarizing a past Ti
slogan, but in many ways the establishment of a company
office in China embodies the Ti philosophy behind that message. Part of the Ti growth strategy for the Asia Pacific region
is to build a strong speciality film business and the first “Representative Office” in China is a significant step towards this
goal.
Dynamic Shanghai has been selected as the base, due to it’s
proximity to key customers. The office is situated in an excellent CBD location, close to public transport networks, inside
a smart, modern business complex with all possible support
facilities.
Our Sales Representative- China, Jeremy Zhong is based there
since November. Jeremy has a business degree and five years
commercial experience. He has been with Ti for two years,
first in Dubai and more recently in Australia, where he has
been building his knowledge through training with the Shorko
team.
Jeremy is looking
forward to the
challenge
and
says “Shorko has
built a great reputation through
good products
and service. By
being able to speak to customers
in their own language and on the local time zone, I hope to take the business
to the next level for Ti”.
We all join in wishing Jeremy and the rest of the “China Team”
great success!
Jeremy Zhong can be contacted at :
Ti Asia Pacific
2608, Fl 26 New Town Center Building
83 Lou Shan Guan Road,
Shanghai PRC, 200336
Tel:+86 21 3133 2608
Fax:+86 21 3133 2686
Mobile:+86 139 1641 5231
Hongguang.Zhong@ti-films.com

Asia Region, including the establishment
of the Ti Representative office in China,
Martin Scarlett has relinquished his
previous responsibility as Sales and
Marketing Manager - Labels at Shorko
Australia. Martin will concentrate on
consolidating the Shorko and Ti brands in
the Asia region using his lengthy experience
and customer knowledge in this area.
Shorko is pleased to introduce Tony Kemm
as its new Market Manager for the label film portfolio. Tony has been
with Shorko for almost 25 years and has extensive experience in the
label films area through his key account management responsibilities
and his management of the New Zealand Market.
All at Ti and Shorko wish both Tony and Martin the best in their new
roles.

ConTechPlus
2010
Australian Industry Group
Confectionery Sector, Melbourne
Shorko
Australia
participated
in
ConTechPlus, a major conference and
exhibition covering the confectionery
sector. ConTechPlus brought together
manufacturers, processors, technologists
and suppliers. Shorko exhibited a range
of speciality BOPP films for a wide range
of packaging and label applications and
introduce Shorko’s parent company
Taghleef Industries (Ti).
The conference was attended by delegates
from end users such as GKC Foods, Nestlé
Confectionery, The Wrigley Co, Kraft
Foods, Arnott’s Biscuits, Mars Snackfood
Australia.

Mark Richardson
(Shorko National Account
Executive)

Forthcoming Events:
BioPlastics Conference
Caesars Palace
February 1st – 3rd 2011,
Las Vegas, USA

Snaxpo 2011
Premier event for the
Snack Food Industry
March 20th – 23rd, Florida,
Orlando, USA

AUSPACK PLUS 2011
22nd - 25th March 2011
Melbourne, Australia
Convention & Exhibition Centre
Ti on ABA Stand (Australasian
Bioplastics Association)
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ICE
International Converting
Exhibition
April 6th – 8th,
Florida, Orlando, USA

Interpack 2011 - Hall 9
stand 9D24/E23
12-18 May 2011,
Dusseldorf, Germany
Hotel Boat MS Serenade I
at Rheinterrassen
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Taghleef Industries L.L.C.
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Jebel Ali Industrial Area 1 · Dubai, U.A.E.
Tel.: +971 4 880 1100 - Fax: +971 4 880 1122
Email: staff.mena@ti-films.com
Taghleef Industries S.A.O.G.
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Tel.: +49 6772 9676 011 · Fax: +49 6772 9676 099
Email: staff@ti-films.com
Shorko Australia Pty Ltd
11 Moloney Drive · Wodonga, Victoria
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Phone: +61 2 60 220 220 · Fax: +61 2 60 220 292
Email: staff@shorko.com
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